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All Property quarterly total return increased to 2.2% 
in March, the strongest since May 2018. But it is a 
mixed picture for investment – the £9.2bn traded 
in Q1 represents a “frenetic” industrial segment 
while retail is still in the doldrums. Read more for 
the most recent occupier and investment updates, 
economics data and property forecasts.
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Retail quarterly total return remained positive and increased again in 
March to 0.62%. Rents continued to trend downwards at a rate of just 
over 1% a quarter, but quarterly yield impact turned positive for the 
first time in three years. The improvement in retail performance has 
been very much driven by retail warehouses, where yields actually 
moved in 10 basis points in March and quarterly return jumped to 
2.3%. See the Spotlight section for more on retail and leisure.

UK office quarterly total return was again around zero in March, as 
it has been for every month of this year so far. There continues to be 
polarisation within the segment, with the flight to prime evident in the 
Inner London markets where yields remain broadly stable. After a flurry 
of deals in Q4, office investment fell back to £2.5bn in Q1. However, the 
speed of the national vaccine rollout has boosted corporate confidence 
in the return to the office and we expect this to lead to increased 
volumes in Q2/Q3. There is an increasing weight of global capital 
targeting the UK life sciences sector in the South East. The focus remains 
on quality and income security as well as ESG credentials.

Strongest return since May 2018 but 
a mixed picture for Q1 investment

In March All Property quarterly total return was 2.2% and its 
strongest since May 2018. This was a result of ongoing strong industrial 
performance and the rally of the retail figures back to positive return 
territory, while office remains broadly neutral.

Industrial quarterly total return was again far ahead of the other 
segments at 5.2% in March. This was driven by rental growth and 
inward yield shift across the UK, with London multi-let and national 
distribution warehouses still the strongest performers, though returns 
continued to ease a little.

Industrial investment is “frenetic” and was £3.3bn in Q1 – over double 
the volume traded in Q1 2020 with many deals done off-market. 
London remains the most popular region and portfolios were a key 
component again after their re-emergence in Q4, accounting for £1.2bn 
of purchases. Pricing may keep breaking records, with London multi-let 
equivalent yield an average 4.2% in March, but industrial is still seen as 
the least risky segment and easiest to justify raising funds for.

Industrial investment in 2021 could surpass 2020, but the inhibiting 
factor will be investment supply. The only sellers include some profit-
taking private equity companies that have bought over the past four 
years or funds under redemption pressure that have reluctantly put 
up their most liquid assets. There is a wide range of views on rental 
growth, and some continue to be very bullish with the expectation 
that any new voids as various government support measures are 
lifted will be quickly filled.
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Segments

Income return Rental growth Total return

12-month return to March 2021
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UK GDP rose by 0.4% month-on-month in February, despite ongoing 
strict lockdown restrictions. Consequently GDP was only 7.9% below 
the pre-pandemic level of output – significantly different to the 
almost 25% drop in April 2020. This reflects how consumers and firms 
have adapted to life under lockdown, also evidenced by the 34.5% of 
retail trade conducted online.

The reopening of schools on 8th March was linked with higher scores 
on mobility indicators and an upward trend of spending on credit and 
store cards. March business and consumer surveys reported a further 
uptick in sentiment and overall Oxford Economics now expects the 
Q1 fall in GDP to be just 1.7%.

Non-essential retail and outdoor hospitality reopened on 12th April, 
which will have had a strong impact on GDP. Most of the economy is 
still set to reopen by mid-May, with remaining restrictions removed 
by 21 June. The lifting of restrictions on social consumption should 
trigger a strong consumer-led recovery. Oxford Economics forecasts 
GDP to grow by 5.4% quarter-on-quarter in Q2 and has revised its 
forecast for GDP growth in 2021 to 7.2%, up from 6.8% last month.

Continued fiscal support will be a key influence, with most of the 
Covid-related support schemes due to remain in place until the 
autumn. This will give a few months beyond the planned end of 
restrictions for the economy to adjust before support is withdrawn. 
The latest ILO unemployment figure showed a modest tick 
downwards to 4.9%, though the expectation is that it will peak at 
around 5.7% later this year – less than two percentage points above 
its pre-pandemic level.

UK economy
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Two-year trend

Two-year trend

Latest figure

Latest figure

The monthly monitor
Source: Bank of England, European Commission, IMF, ONS

GDP annual growth -7.9%
Unemployment rate 4.9%
Consumer confidence -10.4
Retail sales growth -3.6%
Retail sales % online 34.5%
Manf output growth -4.2%
Brent crude (USD/bbl) 65.41
Gold (USD/oz) 1,663
FTSE100 6,860
CPI inflation 0.7%
10-year bond yield 0.9%
EUR/GBP 1.17
USD/GBP 1.38

Base effects from energy prices and unusual seasonal pricing patterns 
in the clothing sector shifted the annual CPI inflation rate to 0.7% in 
March, up from 0.5% in February. A brief sharp increase is in store 
following on from the recent rise in producer prices caused by a pickup 
in commodities. Broadly though disinflationary pressures should prevail 
and household spending power will be further supported by low 
inflation, with CPI forecast to stay below the 2% target over the next 
few years.
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Spotlight on…  
Retail and leisure
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Sub-sectors on different trajectories pre-covid
Retail and leisure assets have been some of the main casualties of 
the covid lockdowns. However, these segments were performing 
quite differently going into the pandemic. Leisure assets, which are 
less affected by the fast-growing online sector had recouped 85% of 
their capital value losses since the global financial crisis. Capital values 
have since declined sharply but remain ‘only’ 27% below the sector’s 
all-time high. Whereas for shopping centres there was effectively no 
recovery in capital values post-GFC and in fact values were already 
beginning to slide more precipitously going into the pandemic.

Sharp rebound for leisure moderated by the covid hangover
Without the same structural issues facing retail, the bounceback for 
leisure assets upon reopening will potentially be sharper. Indeed, 
leisure quarterly total return was positive for a second month in 
March and the average equivalent yield looks to have peaked at just 
over 7%. However, it may not be this straightforward – the recent 
High Court ruling against Cineworld and Mecca Bingo regarding 
rent arears will push leisure tenants further onto the back foot as 
occupiers try to manage their loans and business rates while they 
get back on their feet. Investors are still hesitant to snap up a bargain 
in any great numbers.

Shopping centres down to a quarter of their previous value
Shopping centre capital values are now down an astonishing 76% 
compared with May 2007. A history of insufficient asset management 
pre-GFC and the unravelling of unsustainable rents set against the 
cultural shift online has left this segment in a precarious position. 
Shopping centre quarterly total return was -4.9% in March. Rents are 
still falling at a quarterly rate of 2.6% but there is some indication 
that yields are beginning to top out at around 10.5%. Shopping 
centre investment is still the most depressed retail subsector, with 
only £43m transacted in Q1.

Pandemic has highlighted the strength of retail warehouses
Touted as “the new industrial” with its relatively attractive income 
return, retail warehouses have held up the best over the pandemic – 
being out of town, spacious and easily reached by car. The discount 
chains and bulky goods elements have performed relatively strongly, 
while the weaker side has been the fashion parks with unsustainably 
high rents. Retail warehousing can provide a quasi-fulfilment centre 
role and pricing has fallen to the point of offering a credible plan 
B to fully repurpose into industrial/logistics. Quarterly total return 
has been positive for five months and jumped to 2.3% in March. 
Around £290m transacted in Q1, which is two-thirds of the five-year 
quarterly average.

High Street Shopping Centres Retail Warehouse Leisure
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All Property total return is forecast to return to a positive and be 
7.9% in 2021, slipping back to 7.0% in 2022. This is as retail and leisure 
pricing stabilise and contribute positively again in some cases, while 
some of the heat comes out of the industrial market.

Outlook

There will be sustained underlying strength in 
the industrial market, especially in London and 
the South East. However, yields are arguably near 
their floor in prime markets and an uncertain 
outlook for consumers and businesses following 
the unwinding of lockdown government support 
will inevitably lead to at least some small increase 
in voids. Consequently, inward yield momentum 
is forecast to slow over 2021.

Headline office rents are expected to deteriorate 
more rapidly in 2021 as the return to the office 
better evidences the occupier fallout from the 
lockdowns. Thus some further yield softening 
in the short term is expected – particularly for 
secondary assets that pose greater operational 
and ESG issues.

Retail should experience some further but smaller 
fall in rents and more moderate outward yield 
shift in 2021. A non-negative annual total return 
in 2021 will be the first since 2017 and by 2022 
this should increase to be relatively competitive, 
boosted by a large income return component.

Equivalent yield
OFFICE RETAIL INDUSTRIAL ALL PROPERTY

2018 5.6% 5.6% 5.2% 5.4%

2019 5.4% 6.0% 5.2% 5.5%

2020 5.7% 6.7% 5.0% 5.7%

2021 5.6% 6.8% 4.9% 5.5%

2022 5.6% 6.7% 4.9% 5.4%

2023 5.6% 6.6% 4.9% 5.4%

Annual rental growth
OFFICE RETAIL INDUSTRIAL ALL PROPERTY

1.1% -2.1% 4.6% 0.6%

1.5% -5.9% 2.9% -1.0%

-1.0% -10.1% 2.3% -3.2%

-2.0% -3.6% 2.4% -0.3%

1.6% 0.0% 2.8% 1.7%

2.0% 1.8% 2.8% 2.1%

Annual capital growth
OFFICE RETAIL INDUSTRIAL ALL PROPERTY

2018 1.8% -6.2% 11.5% 0.6%

2019 0.4% -12.5% 2.4% -3.8%

2020 -5.4% -18.5% 5.2% -6.5%

2021 -1.5% -5.4% 5.7% 3.2%

2022 2.2% 1.4% 2.9% 2.4%

2023 2.5% 3.9% 2.9% 2.9%

Annual total return
OFFICE RETAIL INDUSTRIAL ALL PROPERTY

5.8% -1.7% 16.4% 5.1%

4.4% -8.0% 6.8% 0.6%

-1.6% -14.2% 9.7% -2.4%

2.8% 0.6% 9.4% 7.9%

6.8% 8.0% 6.3% 7.0%

6.9% 10.5% 6.3% 7.5%
Source: Gerald Eve, MSCI
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Other research publications

Our advice and recommendations are underpinned by the in-depth 
analysis of our award-winning research team. With a particular focus 
on investment, London offices and industrial, our researchers work 
closely with the agency teams to produce market-leading reports 
recognised for their detail and practical insight.

Disclaimer & copyright
In Brief is a short summary of market conditions and is not intended as advice. No responsibility can be accepted for loss or damage caused 
by reliance on it © All rights reserved. The reproduction of the whole or part of this publication is strictly prohibited without permission from 
Gerald Eve LLP. 04/21 geraldeve.com/services/research
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